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The Art of the Deal by Donald J. Trump | Book Summary (BONUS INSIDE)This book is an insightful

journey about a man's life and how he achieved great success in his career up until that point.

Donald Trump was a young entrepreneur entwined in many controversies, but knew (and still

knows) how to use these controversies to his own benefit. He has always been skilled at living large

and doesnâ€™t take no for an answer. This book gives you inside knowledge and inspiration on

how to make a deal successfully.This book is actually more of an autobiography than a â€œhow

toâ€• or self-help book. It is an interesting view of the past, a long look at the mogul on his way to

becoming Americaâ€™s most famous businessman.This is a boastful, boyishly disarming,

thoroughly engaging personal history, which offers an inside look at aspects of financing,

development, and construction in big-time New York real estate.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll

Learn...Dealing: A Week in the LifeTrump Cards: The Elements of the DealGrowing UpThe

Cincinnati Kid: Prudence PaysThe Move to ManhattanGrand Hotel: Reviving 42nd StreetTrump

Tower: The Tiffany LocationGaming: The Building on the BoardwalkWynn-fall: The Battle for

HiltonLow Rent, High Stakes: The Showdown on Central Park SouthLong Shot: The Spring and Fall

of the USFLIce Capades: Rebuilding Wollman RinkComeback: A West Side StoryThe Week That

Was: How the Deals Came OutThe Book at a GlanceConclusionFinal ThoughtsNow

What?BonusScroll Up and Click on "buy now with 1-Click" to Download Your Copy Right

Now************Tags: the art of the deal, donald trump, donald j. trump, the art of the deal donald
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This fantastic book really helps me to better understand the mechanics of how the human mind

works, its intricate nature and the reason behind the things or decisions we have done. It also

explains the theories about our mental behaviors and patterns - System One which controls knee

jerk reactions and emotions and System Two which controls the analytic tasks that our brain needs.

This book gives me a clearer understanding about myself. Very enlightening.

I think that some people may be born with a strong sense of self-trust and belief. Their childhood

may have been filled with positive reinforcement which nurtured their self-efficacy skills. When a

parent believes in a child, in turn, that child begins to believe in themselves. Sometimes, no matter

how much support and guidance was received, people may still have a lack of confidence in

themselves.

Nice, simple approach. I like the quick value at the start of the abstract. I was really hesitant if i am

going to start reading this book because before i have read a lot of books like this but the words

there are really hard to understand but this one is very different. the books was really amazing in a

sense that you will really understand what the book is trying to say to you.

This is a really well-written book on Thinking Fast and Slow, and I must say that as someone who is

actively interested in psychology and the workings of the mind, I found it fascinating! I really got

great value out of the tips and explanations in this book, and feel that I am able to differentiate

between System One and System Two processes, which the author goes into crystal clear detail

about. I'll definitely be awaiting more titles from this author.

A good book about doing business and how to be successful on it the Trump way. The book is more

like an autobiography of Donald Trump and it gives you an insight of his personality, how he thinks,

why he acts that way and how he became the man he is today. Its also an easy to read book that

contains lists of things to be considered after reading each chapter.



A summary indeed. This probably saved me many hours of reading unnecessary things about

donald trump. I thought this book is very compact and well summarised as it hold on to the essence

of the book as well as keeping things simple without jeopardizing nor altering the meaning of the

original book

Everyone wants to be success in life but the real one is who know the dealing. This book describes

the art of deal. Dealing is easy but techniques are required for. I found this book, explains each and

every term quite impressive and easy that everyone can easily understand. It is not only easily

understand but also easy to follow.

I like this book, it filled with motivational words and it gave me source of determination to want to do

more. I am glad i came across it as i got to see things and ways on how Donald Trump became one

of the most successful businessmen. I learned some lessons on his life style which i want to actually

apply in my life.
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